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Pushing the limits 
(Craving Adventures)

- to look for fame 
- to be the center of attention 
- to develop skills 
- to overcome fears 
- to set records 
- to gain money 
- to be superheroes  

- confidence 
- fitness 
- patience 
- strength 
- determination 
- respect to nature     
- courage 
- strong will 



- confidence 
- fitness 
- patience 
- strength 
- determination 
- respect to nature     
- courage 
- strong will 

- exhaustion 
- lack of oxygen 
- avalanches 
- sickness 
-frostbite 
- injury 
- getting lost 
- bad/extreme weather 
- losing contact 



ascend
to climb to the summit of a ( mountain or hill )



scale
to climb up or over(something high and steep )



attempt
an effort to surpass a record or conquer a mountain



summit
the highest point of a hill or mountain



a state of extreme physical or mental fatigue

exhaustion



Frost-bite
injury to body tissues caused by exposure to extreme cold



extreme
reaching a high or the highest degree; very great



dizzying
make ( someone ) feel unsteady, confused, or amazed



a group of people considered to be the best in a particular society 
or category, esp. because of their power, talent, or wealth

elite



highlight
pick out and emphasis



perilous
full of danger or risk



reconstruction
the action or process of rebuilding something after it has been 
damaged or destroyed



He should be patient, brave, fit, courageous,  have self determination, 
well prepared, have strong will and stamina, have deep respect to 
nature.



b- He might face exhaustion, lack of oxygen, avalanches, 
sickness, frostbite, injury, getting los,  bad/extreme weather and 
losing contact. 

 



challenge

strong will determination

perilous

dizzyingextreme

Frost-bite





 He was the first to ascend the highest mountain on every continent.

 He climbed Matterhorn two years after Mount Aconcagua.

 He was very experienced, but he was still nervous.

 The conditions were perilous.
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!Fill in the spaces with words from the list :

ascend    \ attempt  \ elite \ dizzying  \ exhaustion   

1. Aziz felt ill with …………………………...  

2. Ali failed his driving test on the first ……..……..….. but he succeeded on 

the second one. 

3. The tower rose to ………………………. heights.                    

4. She believed that when she died, her soul would ……………….. to heaven. 

5. Dr. Ma'soma Al- Mubarak is one of the country's educated ………………...

exhaustion
attempt

dizzying

ascend
elite



!Fill in the spaces with words from the list :

highlights \ reconstruction \ perilous \ scaled \ summit 

1.Kuwait made a great progress in the ………….………… of old buildings. 

2.She made a …………………………… journey across the mountains.         

3. The prisoner ………………. the high prison wall and ran off.  

4.Ahmad set the record to reach the ………………of Mount Everest. 

5.The report ………………………… the need for improved safety. 

reconstruction

perilous

scaled
summit

highlights



A mountain climber may face perilous conditions and problems. 
Give some examples.

Extreme cold and strong 
windsLow levels of oxygen and dizzying heights

Frost-bite and 
exhaustion

What can be learnt from expeditions of challenges?

We learn how to save a 
life.

Respecting nature and working as a 
team.

We learn patience, determination, stamina and 
strong well 





   Difficulties and problems might include exhaustion, 
lack of oxygen, avalanches, sickness, injury, getting 
lost, losing contact with the outside world and the 
extreme cold.



He was nervous because he knew how dangerous the expedition would be. 

He had to be carried down the mountain by a member of his team.

He had an experienced team that he relied on for support.



climbing Mount Everest

his climbing of the seven summits

the year after visiting Pakistan



Taking enough water and food with lots of equipment with GPS device and 
wireless connection.

Taking a first aid kit, a tent, a compass, a video camera,  a radio and a map.

Yes, I like adventure, curiosity and challenge.

I’d love to explore the world and learn new things in life to satisfy my desire to compete.
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Pros 
- amazing achievement 
- being famous 
- breaking daily routine 
- gaining self-confidence 
- gaining money 
- being a superhero 

Cons 
- costs a fortune 
- being seriously injured 
- costs  a life 
- risky & dangerous 



clamber
to move /climb slowly using hands and feet because of  difficulty



manned
run or operated by human control



set a record
to reach a new limit



submerged
under water



Steve Fossett – a 
record-breaker



Gaining fame

Earning money

Enjoying new adventures

Acquiring new skills

Exposure to death

Causing disability

Having injuries

Fear of  failure







Steve Fossett is a famous record breaker 

known to be the first person to travel solo 

around the world in a hot air balloon. He had 

succeeded to set about 116 records in five 

different sports. In 1995, Steve Fossett was 

the first person to fly balloon solo over the 

Pacific Ocean. He was the first person to fly 

around the world solo in a balloon in 2005. 

He was announced the first one to pilot a 

glider into a stratosphere. 



❖ They are looking for fame                              
❖ They like to be a centre of attention   
❖ To develop their potentials and skills            
❖ To overcome their fears and worries   
❖ To develop their physical ability                    
❖ To build their confidence and self esteem   
❖ To feel superheroes   
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exhilarated
feel very happy



fatigued tired



afflicted
affected in an unpleasant, painful way



traverseto travel across or through



austere
severe in appearance



 ( Past Perfect Simple & Past Perfect Continuous )



Past Perfect Past Perfect Continuous

She went out after she had done 
the HW.

She went out after she had done 
the HW. for three hours.

(had) + V. (P.P.) (had) + been + V. + ing                

Key Words
After – Before – When- Because
As soon as –- By – By the time

For – since – all

Ex:  Before they came, they had bought a present.  
 

Ex:		We	had	been	trying		to	open	the	door	for	five	minutes	when	
Jane	found	her	key.	



(Past Perfect Continuous  had been+ V + ing)	



!Choose the right option:

1. Martha	…………………………….	three	miles	a	day	before	she	broke	her	leg.	
a. had	been	walking		 b-	worked	 	 	 c-	work	 d-	worked	

		

2.	The	program	that	was	terminated	…………………………….	well	since	1945.	
a. work	 	 	 b-	had	been	working		 c-	worked	 d-	works		

3.	Cathy	…………………………	the	piano	for	35	years	when	she	was	finally	asked	to	do	a	
solo	with	the	local	orchestra.	

a. had	been	playing		 b-	play	 	 	 c-	played	 d-	playing	
		
4. We	…………………………to	open	the	door	for	five	minutes	when	Jane	found	her	key. 

a. 		had	been	trying			 b-	trying	 	 	 c	tries		 d-	tried		

had	been	walking	

had	been	working	

had	been	playing	

had	been	trying	



1- Past perfect simple
2- Past perfect simple

3-Past perfect simple
4- Past perfect simple

 1- The main event behind this background information (he scaled Mount Aconcagua)
2- (climbing the mountain)
3- (his team supporting him)
4- (he had climbed so many) 



past perfect continuous

had been + past participle

The action was repeated

The action was continuous



He had joined the ‘seven summit’ club.

Oxygen levels had been dangerously low.



He had had the support of  a great team.

Temperatures had been extremely low.

He knew it would be the hardest thing he had ever done.



He’d been training for a long time. 
He’d bought lots of  new equipment. 
His mother had been worrying. 

He’d done the journey by jeep. 
He’d talked to the local people. 
He’d been planning it for months.
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visible
able to be perceived or noticed easily



alight on fire, burning



arson
the criminal act of  setting fire to property



unconscious
unable to see, hear or sense what is going on



Come to an end                    ينتهي Come away                     عن   ينفصل                
 Come in handy               يرجى منه 

فائدة

Get away                  يهرب / يزوغ من   

 Come up against         تعترضه مشكلة 

     ما

Go hand in hand         يسير جنبا إلى جنب      

 Come after                  يعقب / يأتي 

خلف

Come forward              يتقدم لعرض 

   مساعدة
Come out   

 يصدر(البوم غنائي / جريدة )/يظهر

 

"Study the following Idioms and phrasal verbs



come across
to meet                   or         find by chance



come away with
to be left with a specified feeling or impression



come down
to become lower



come over
to visit you at your house



come round
recover after being unconscious



come up
to become available unexpectedly/ to be mentioned especially in 
a conversation



3
7

6

2

5
8

4

1



A 
 a. afraid     
b. alight 
c. alike      
d. alive      

e. asleep

B 
 1. burning     

2. frightened     
3. living      

4. similar      
5. sleeping



asleep
alight

frightened

alive
similar



sure
unsure

sure

unsure

unsure



1. very bad  
2. to inspire others  
3. Zeddy  
4. the Matterhorn  
5. he helped with reconstruction 
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Asynchronous 5



burning

sleeping

similar

alive



Got away / coming after

Came forward

Come in handy

Came out / coming up against

Came to an end



fatigue

highlight

summit

ascend

perilous



I think that’s too dangerous. I’m worried you’ll get hurt

Quick! Someone call mountain rescue.

It’s really not that dangerous.



I’m going snowboarding with some friends. 

No, it’s really safe as long as you take proper precautions. 

Yeah, I get scared sometimes, but that’s part of the fun. 

Sure. It would be really nice if you did. 



They finished making Reem’s dress week before the wedding.

I went to the hospital to see Fahad. He had broken his leg during a football match

Everyone enjoyed his the family celebrations. Amal had made all the food herself



I was so scared that I couldn’t move

Her room is such a mess that she can’t find anything

He’s such a strong man tha he can lift a car.

The computer is so complex that I can’t understand it.
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What would you do if  you get lost in the desert?

What things and preparations are needed to go 
on an expedition?



binoculars
an optical instrument with a lens for each eye, used for 
viewing distant objects 



engulf
(of  a natural force) sweep over (something) so as to surround or 
cover it completely



gruelling
extremely tiring and demanding









crave
to feel a powerful desire for 

 (something)

We should crave reading 



mountaineer
a person who takes part in the sport or activity of  
climbing mountains



assist
to help (someone), typically by doing a share of  the work



strong-willed
determined, stubborn



cope with
to deal efficiently with someone / something 



entail
involve (something) as a necessary 
or inevitable part or consequence

Driving a motorbike entails a helmet.



feat
an achievement that requires great courage, skill, or strength





knowing myself and my strengths and weaknesses

Decision-Making





What are the dangers of  mountain  climbing?

Weather can always get worse. Extreme winds, 
lightning storms, fogs, snows storms and cold  might 
cause sickness and exhaustion.

Rock fall and avalanches which might cause injuries.

The lack of  oxygen and getting lost.
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Be well prepare, train well, let others know where you are , 
learn how to save a life and be cautious .

No, he is not. He advises the reader to be prepared, take a medical 
kit and a mobile phone, tell people where he is going and not to 
push himself too much. 





Firstly, make sure … / always take…/ secondly, tell…/ 
Most importantly, don’t…

No problem/ I guess the question … / it’s part of the 
territory when you are into…/ you’ll always run to the risk.



Let’s watch this video about an interview 
with an extreme sports enthusiast. 





 La Manche 
The English Channel



Interviewer	 : Hello! Today I am interviewing Mr. Adnan 
the first Arabian to cross the English 

Channel.  
Interviewer 	 : Hi Mr. Adnan I am extremely glad to have 

this interview with you.  
Adnan	 	 : It is my pleasure.   
Interviewer	 : How long have you been practicing this 

 sport? 
Adnan	 	 : Well, I have been practicing this sport for 15 	 	

	 years, 5 years training, 5 years as a mature till I 		
became the professional you see right now.



Interviewer	 : Who inspired you to do that sport? 

Adnan	 	 : Actually, my father. He craves adventure, he 		 	
	 	 pushed me and always encouraged me when I 	 	 	
	 achieve progress. 

Interviewer 	 : What was your worst accident? 

Adnan	 	 : I still remember, and I will never forget my first trial to 	
	 	 cross the channel. I fainted and failed to cross it after I 	 	
	 had passed nearly half of the distance.  

Interviewer 	 : How long is the channel? 

Adnan	 	 : it is 560 Kilometers long and 180 meters depth.



Interviewer	 : It is in Britain, isn’t it?  

Adnan 	 	 : Yes, it is between Britain and France. In the Atlantic 	
	 	 Ocean.


Interviewer	 : Do you plan to cross it again? 

Adnan 	 	 : Of course, very soon. I am preparing myself and 	 	
	 	 preparing all the necessary equipment to do it once 	 	
	 	 again. 

Interviewer	 : Thank you very much Mr. Adnan. I hope you 
achieve all your plans. 

Adnan	 	 : You are welcome. Nice meeting you. 
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